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Beautiful translations of the Ancient 8th century Chinese poets Li Bai and Du Fu by Keith
Holyoak. Read by the author and accompanied by background music featuring contemporary
and traditional compositions on ancient Chinese instruments.

About the AuthorMary Shelley (1797-1851) was an English writer and the author of the
acclaimed novel Frankenstein. In 1814, she married Romantic poet and philosopher Percy
Bysshe Shelley, before publishing Frankenstein anonymously two years later. Frankenstein
remains one of literature's timeless classics and has inspired countless films, plays, and
novels.Gildart Jackson is a professional actor with experience on stage, screen, and behind the
mic. Best known for his role as Gideon on Charmed, he has narrated more than seventy
audiobooks and has appeared on Providence, General Hospital, Stargate: Atlantis, Las Vegas,
and CSI as well as in The Seagull, My Fair Lady, and Private Eyes at the Old Globe.
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Barry Melius, “Toilet training for the heart. Half a lifetime ago I had a stack of my partner's
second hand books piled by the porcelain goddess in our bathroom. There were all sorts of
subjects covered, the type that a 'well read' person should be conversant with. A few minutes
here, a few minutes there and as the years went by the stack grew shorter and my tastes more
focused. The western philosophy that comprised the majority of the titles left almost no trace in
my memory but you know what still stays with me is some of the poems in a lengthy collection of
Chinese classical poetry. Feelings of bitter sweet partings, of friends and loves long gone, of
dreams that have been dampened and feelings suppressed over the course of a seemingly
misspent life. I've read Chinese poetry on an irregular basis since then and now along with
central Asian poetry (Hafiz,Rumi) it is all I stock by the commode. I have found that it evokes the
same feelings that the best of our western popular music does. We are not talking lofty theories
and metaphysical maundering but the turmoil that besets normal people leading normal,
everyday lives. Over a thousand years ago the best of these poets expressed those feelings so
endemic to our age-today, right now. I've read better translations and I've read worse but where
the translator, Keith Holyoak, shines in this short read is in his selection. In more comprehensive
and far lengthier collections of the same era and poets perhaps only one poem in every 10 or 20
would touch me, in his Facing the Moon the hit rate is far better. A worthy addition to my
bathroom library.”

Steven R. Severance, “A sweet and useful book.. This is a very nice little book of Chinese poetry.
It is bilingual with the Chinese characters printed big enough for a beginner to actually read. If
you are trying to learn Chinese I recommend this book. There is also lots of space for writing
notes, and the poems are all relatively short. There are 28 poems by each of the two poets and
for the most part their short classics are included.The translations are OK but not the best.
Translation is incredibly hard. This poet translates line by line rather than word by word. The
approach works more or less.For the absolute best translations of Li Bai I would pick David
Young in his "Five Tang Poets" or the selections in "A sunflower Splendor". For Du Fu I prefer the
translations by Burton Watson in his book "The Selected Poems of Du Fu." But other people
might find the Watson versions a bit dry.All in all I find "Facing the Moon" a sweet and useful
book.”

Eric Maroney, “Not Just Misty Mountains. Facing the Moon: Poems of Li Bai and Du Fu, feature
translations of two of China’s most celebrated poets. They had a lasting impact on Chinese
poetry throughout the ages, from classical sources down to Mao Zedong.The poems are by no
means simple, declarative statements of harmony with nature or the Dao - despite the fog
shrouded mountains on cover. They explore wrenching existential political, and family
problems.Yet one can’t help but think of mist shrouded mountains, home to hermits in huts,



when reading many of these poems. For westerners, there is the deep pull of this Chinese ideal
of harmony – even when it is not truly there.”

Mary Soon Lee, “The poetry drew me through quickly, but deserves re-reading.. This brief book
contains Keith Holyoak's translations of brief poems by two of China's most highly-regarded
poets, who lived in the 8th century, during the Tang Dynasty. Holyoak's introduction and notes on
translations both provide valuable context. The brevity and appeal of the poems drew me
through them quickly. Too quickly, I think. They deserve re-reading on a later occasion, or on
multiple occasions. They use the specific to evoke the universal: loneliness, love, loss,
friendship. I note that the Chinese originals are shown alongside the English translations. While I
do not read or speak Chinese, I found this fitting.”

matthew thompson, “the traditional background music is a nice touch and I have thoroughly
enjoyed repeated listenings. The works of these two ancient poetic voices stand tall and strong
and have clearly stood the test of time. There is much tranquility and wisdom in their words. For
this particular project, the traditional background music is a nice touch and I have thoroughly
enjoyed repeated listenings. The only consideration I have for not giving five stars is regarding
the narration. No disrespect intended to Mr. Holyoak, he does a fine job. It is just that, to my
ears, his delivery feels a bit contrived.”

wehrestate, “Very well written and explained:. I enjoyed all the poetry very much, and the
commentary about the writers and their works was done in a very direct and pleasing way. I
particularly appreciated the explanations concerning the translating of the poetry. I only wish
more poems were included in the book.”

J. U. Ward, “Chinese petry seen from China. This is classic Chinese poetry translated by a
Chinese scholar with the rhyme patterns of the orriginal mandarin. The titling and language differ
from the translations of American poets like Ezra Pound, but the poems are remain recognizable.
A worthwhile read.”

gules 1x, “gifts for chinese friends. these poets were mentioned on a show about chinese
culture. i gave this book to my tai chi teacher and some chinese friends. all were very happy with
this gift.”

Healthy Mind Project, “Beautiful!. A wonderful book which instills both contemplation and inner
peace. A book that I will definitely be returning to on a regular basis.”

G Varow, “timeless verse beautifully rendered into English. Profound, inspirational and moving,
timeless verse beautifully rendered into English.”



The book by Martha Hall Kelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 43 people have provided feedback.
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